It is important that companies be up-front about their policy and intentions. It would also be helpful if employees were aware of just how far down the road technology has gone and what its capabilities are. Corporate computer systems may save and store data automatically for a number of years partly to ensure against data loss if a system crashes. Sophisticated retrieval programs mean that even deleted files may be reconstructed. It's also possible to divert incoming e-mail messages to another account. So who would want to review or divert an employee's mail randomly? Research indicates that Information Systems and Human Resources are the most likely reviewers, rather than Security/Legal departments or supervisors (Kanner 1996) .
One might assume, because the introduction of such policies was the result of legal issues, that Security or Legal departments were most likely to be interested in the content of e-mail messages, especially where corporations are required by law to provide lawyers with a list of available electronic data. While e-mail access may constitute an invasion of an employee's privacy, it could also be perceived as reducing company liability resultant from employee malfeasance in the case of communications which might be deemed discriminatory or libellous and, as such, might be requested by attorneys during discovery. The legitimacy of the legal right to read email sent over a company network is surely dependent on certain situational and organisational factors. Defence organisations are highly conscious of e-mail issues and monitoring may be justified as a security measure to ascertain that employees are acting in the organisation's best interests, safeguarding 'company' secrets and assets.
So why would Information Systems be looking at employees' e-mail? Network administrators have to monitor e-mail storage to ensure it is not having an adverse effect on network performance and to control communication costs, but would this necessitate their reading the content of what is, in effect, a letter? Computer files could be (mis)handled in a variety of ways, some of which may fail to differentiate between personal messages and confidential material.
Balancing act
Companies need to balance the rights of employees against their own needs with regard to system security and deployment of company resources. If an email policy states that all such messages are company policy, this may inhibit employees to an extent that is detrimental to the company and its mission, destroying the potential of the communication medium. Management may feel that, if the company owns the computer, then it is entitled to review files contained on this equipment which was purchased to enable employees to carry out their designated duties. What if the employee uses company equip- I'm no lawyer so I have not raised the legal arguments. This is just a brief expression of concerns raised by my own use of e-mail. It boils down to everyone's wanting to mind their own business. Employers wants to safeguard their company: we employees are anxious to protect our privacy and constitutional rights.
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The library situation
As library employees, are we able to do so? I contacted, via listservs, libraries in the USA and the UK asking if they were aware of any monitoring of their e-mail. The response to the query from the UK academic library sector was 'Good grief! No!', but some Each account holder at the above university signs an agreement indicating that he or she will abide by system policies.
Another American university librarian reports that their e-mail isn't monitored. The policy there is that personal use is 'incidental' to doing one's job. The only problems come from people having so much email that it's clogging up the system.
Staff at one American Community College sign a statement when they receive their e-mail account which notifies them that their e-mail activity may be monitored. My respondent knows the Computer Centre checks Internet use regularly but doesn't know how often it checks e-mail.
The Circulation Manager of another American university library has been involved in a group that is drafting guidelines for employee use of e-mail. In the US there are still some legal questions about what constitutes 'monitoring' versus 'interception' of employee mail. What the group decided, however, was that as a public institution any of its records were considered public, so it states as much to its employees. It has a page a couple of paragraphs long which employees will have to sign, stating that they understand the e-mail use guidelines and agree to abide by them.
An Australian university librarian tells me that they have not been advised of any monitoring of their email and have only been asked not to put any other addresses or interests outside of work in the signature. By outside interests, they mean that if you happen to be an office bearer in some other organisation or interest group then you should not list a contact address in the work e-mail address.
Inspection of Web sites of academic institutions revealed that most of these, both sides of the Atlantic, have an acceptable use or netiquette policy of some sort, usually issued by Computing Services. In the USA many high schools also produced such a policy online, along with copies of the form which students and their parents had to sign prior to their being issued with a password to access the system. Some even included a Network Access Orientation assignment to be completed by students to confirm their awareness of requisite procedures. With high school students the primary aim is, presumably, that parents are informed that the school cannot guaran-tee their children will not access sites with pornographic or other unsuitable content, and the school is covering itself against prosecution by parents.
Such policies as those above do not refer to e-mail alone but most contain advice about e-mail. For example, they recommend consideration of e-mail as equivalent to a postcard rather than a sealed letter; and advise that the writer not convey any message electronically that he or she would not mind appearing in a newspaper, and avoid sending sensitive material via electronic means unless employing an encryption program. They stress that e-mail is neither completely private nor secure and that, due to occasional security breaches at sites across the Internet, it may be seen by a system cracker or intruder. Despite best efforts to prevent it, there is the possibility that a determined person could gain unauthorised access to stored data and violate email privacy.
Spelling it out
A typical e-mail section of an The above indicates that institutional harassment policies extend to the networked world, and that the sending of e-mail or other electronic messages which unreasonably interfere with anyone's education or work at the university is in violation of the intended use of the system and may constitute harassment. You may feel you have the right of freedom of expression, but others have the right to be free from harassment.
Inclusion of e-mail harassment in wider harassment policies stresses the fact that all institutions have rules for acceptable behaviour, and extend these rules to encompass procedures governing the use of information networks: Universities also stress that they are striving to provide fair and distributed access to computing and network facilities for a large number of users. Proper use follows the same standards of common sense, courtesy and restraint in the consumption of shared resources that govern use of other public facilities. Improper use violates those standards by preventing others from accessing shared facilities.
Bill of rights
We might feel more confident and content about using e-mail if our employers produced a document like a charter which spelled out its expectations of us with regard to use of e-maii, and guaranteed certain rights to us: for example acknowledging that we, as users, have the right to keep certain data reasonably confidential, such as electronic mail correspondence, and that we have the right to be informed of what the limits of confidentiality are in the system. Any such charters or policies need to be more widely disseminated, or at least drawn to the inductee/employee's attention. All members of the organisation need to assume responsibility for providing reasonable publicity for the Acceptable Use Policy at their sites, and for communicating both this policy and the fact that the ultimate responsibility for traffic which does not conform to this policy is with the individual end-user who originates that traffic.
British universities usually have an Acceptable Use Policy formulated by Computing Services which is applicable not only to e-mail but all IT facilities provided by any schools, departments or sections of the university. These are often based on the JANET Acceptable Use Policy, or may require their members to abide by the JANET Policy
Most such policies stipulate that the primary reason for the provision of university computing resources is to facilitate a person's work as an employee or student of the university, specifically for educational, training, administrative or research purposes. Occasional use of local campus networks for personal electronic mail is not generally considered improper as long as these: are in keeping with the framework defined in the Acceptable Use policy document; do not interfere with one's duties, studies or the work of others; and do not in any way bring the university into disrepute. If abuse occurs, privileges may be withdrawn as part of a disciplinary procedure. Without specific authorisation, all activities using institutional facilities for personal profit or for the direct financial benefit of any outside organisation are prohibited. However, this does not apply to normal communications and exchange of electronic data, consistent with the university's education and research roles, that may have an incidental financial or other benefit for an external organisation. For example, it is appropriate to discuss products or services with companies doing business with the university, or to contribute to Usenet bulletin boards discussing issues relating to commercial products. 
